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you, breathed the breath of life into you. Woman and man, I have made you good.
In My Image

The heavens and earth, the oceans and seas, the creatures in water and

day and the night I crafted with loving hand. The mountains and plains I crafted with loving hand. The those in the sky I crafted with loving hand. The
sky up above, the water below I made and saw it was
sun and the moon, the stars burning bright I made and saw it was
beasts on the land who run and who creep I made and saw it was
In my image I have made you, I have
In my image I have made you,
In my image I have made you,
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breathed the breath of life into you. Woman and man,

breathed the breath of life into you. Woman and man,

breathed the breath of life into you. Woman and man,

I have made you good.

I have made you good.

I have made you good.

I have made you good.
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